SHOWCASE: TUTORING WITH TTRS AT JUST LEARN!
We caught up with Francesca Heaps, a
Director of Just Learn - a tuition
centre in Bognor Regis, to get her
thoughts on how Times Tables Rock
Stars has impacted upon her tutees.

In this Showcase, Francesca shares
with us some expert advice on
how tutors can make the most of
Times Tables Rock Stars.

Fact File
Tutor: Francesca Heaps
Tutees: Key Stage 2 - 5
Centre: Just Learn
Where? Bognor Regis
Rock Star users since 2019
NumBots users since 2021

Why Times Tables Rock Stars?

I was using a free app and one of my students had Times Tables Rock Stars at school. I much
preferred the progression style so I decided to switch.

What Difference has Times Tables Rock Stars Made?

My students all made great progress on their times tables! Especially those who go on more
than once a week - it’s great to see them gain confidence!

How do you Track and Monitor Usage?

The ‘Goals’ tab! I can ensure they are on track and keep them engaged with rewards if they
show great effort. When it comes to half term reports, I look at Fluency and Studio to inform
parents and to sort out appropriate rewards.

Top Game Mode and Why?
Garage and Studio! Garage for the coins and Studio as tests all the tables up to 12.

How do you Keep your Tutees Motivated?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Active for 7 days in a row: Certificate, chocolate, and/or a Times Tables Rock Stars pencil!
Improvements in Rock Status: Rock Status Certificate.
Advancing to top 3 of Leaderboard: Pin Badge
We are also going to put up a physical leaderboard in the centre!

What’s on your Wishlist?

1. Push notifications as reminders for students to log on.
2. ‘Streak’ notifications so they can track their progress.

One of Francesca’s
pupils celebrates
practising on TTRS for
7 days in a row!

Top Tip:

Average Daily Minutes
Played:*

“Use Auto Training
Mode and enable Daily
Goals!”

3 mins 39 secs
*average of 26 tutees

It Works!
Check out these Heat Maps from one of Francesca’s tutees. From red to green!

We’d love to hear from you! If you would like to participate in a
Showcase, then please email us at support@mathscircle.com.

